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Chew The Fat! presents the HENCH takeover!
Posted by Fat! - 2012/08/16 09:44
_____________________________________
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Chew The Fat! and Dub All Or Nothing are once again joining forces to serve up another banquet of
bass, building upon the success of the two hugely popular showcases the duo put on earlier this year.
This time round it’s none other than JAKES’ very own H.E.N.C.H recordings taking centre stage, with a
whole host of H.E.N.C.H artists set to tear up Cable! 

Heading up proceedings in the main room is the man himself Jakes going b2b with Lost and Beezy for
an extended set - not to be missed! Also in the building is Brighton boy wonder Dismantle fresh from the
release of his blinding Warp EP on Shy FX’s Digital Soundboy label! Dubstep pioneer MRK1 is
responsible for some of the genres earliest defining releases, and has built a reputation as on of the
most established heads in the game so expect a set packed with nothing less than the finest
frequencies. 

Young gun Vodex goes head to head with one of the stalwarts of the scene Eddie K, plus fresh from the
release of his incredible debut album on H.E.N.C.H earlier this year Komonazmuk brings his unmissable
Live Show to Cable. Rounding things off in room 1 are Temo and Subzee D, with Koast on hosting
duties. 

Room 2 is going in hard with D&B legend Taxman joined by Bristolian heavyweights D*Minds and
Culprate, and completing the line-up we’ve got Millions Like Us bringing their devastating blend of
Dubstep and D&B. 

FACEBOOK EVENT // http://www.facebook.com/events/339591529457957/ 
BUY TICKETS // http://www.thefatclub.com/tickets/ 

ROOM 1 
JAKES, DISMANTLE, LOST, BEEZY, MRK1, EDDIE K, VODEX, SUBZEE D, KOMONAZMUK Live,
TEMO 

ROOM 2 
CULPRATE, MILLIONS LIKE US, TAXMAN, D*MINDS 

10PM – 6AM // CABLE, BERMONDSEY STREET TUNNEL, LONDON BRIDGE, SE1 3JW 
Tickets: 
Earlybird £6 
Ltd Adv £8 / Adv £10 
Door £13  

http://www.thefatclub.com // http://www.duballornothing.co.uk // http://www.dstyle.co.uk //
http://www.cable-london.com
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MIX & INTERVIEW / Beezy put together an exclusive mix for us in the run up to the H.E.N.C.H takeover
at Cable Official, plus we caught up with the man himself for a chat about all things Beezy! 
  
http://www.thefatclub.com/mixes/beezy/
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After last weeks first instalment of the HENCH takeover from Beezy, we continue this week with an
exclusive mix and interview from Temo. Having just released his debut EP on HENCH featuring Buggsy
and Koast, and with a collaboration in the pipeline with Eddie K, you can be sure to expect big things
from this emerging young producer. Check out his mix and interview over at The Fat! Club... 

http://www.thefatclub.com/mixes/temo/
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Continuing the Chew The Fat! HENCH Takeover with an in depth interview with Bristol based drum &
bass and dubstep group Millions Like Us, who have been tearing up dancefloors for the last few years... 

http://www.thefatclub.com/featured/millionshench/ 

Plus we've got a big bastard of a mix from up and comer Vodex, fresh from a huge remix released on
HENCH. And we caught up with him for a chat about his influences, the Birmingham scene, and the
mighty HENCH recs.... 

http://www.thefatclub.com/mixes/vodex/
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